
Sandstone Lion Idols Set 8 inch
Read More
SKU: 01245
Price: ₹15,680.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues

Product Description

The king of the jungle is perfect to showcase your commanding power and elegance
at a budget-friendly price, the lion idol set can turn any decor theme into an exotic
aesthetic. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 8 x 4 x 8 inch Position: Sitting
The notion about the rip-roaring duo set: 

It is a set of lions sculpted from indestructible and weatherproof material like Sandstone.
The duo sitting on its haunches, where one front forepaw is raised in the air and another
firmly planted on the ground, the tongue is lolling.
 It's a tiny architecture you can find at every shrine or archeological side in Odisha, Konark
is the biggest example.

Lion; The symbol of authority

In Hinduism Lord, Vishnu took the form of half man half lion Avatar, called "Narasimha".
The lion is the personification of courage and strength, that's why Goddess Durga rides the
lion as her mount.
Lion is served as a Vahana of other deities like Parvati, Narasimhi, Katyayini, Skandamata,
etc.
In Buddhist culture statues of lions are considered as consistency, strength, and wisdom.
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The lion symbolizes courage, strength, and valor for these traits he is seen at the main
entrance of many Hindu temples to protect and guard the temple.

Places where you can incorporate the rip-roaring duo:

According to Vaastu, the pair should face the eastern side of the plot or Casa, and the lion
should face the main entrance.
Shelving allows you to decorate and beautify your house. You can add it to a variety of
shelves in the drawing-room, porch, office, or restaurant, like suspended shelve, floating
shelve, and the built-in shelve without evoking and cluttered look.
A genius way to display can be done in unused corner spaces like Curved, angular,
standing, floating wall, etc.
A decorative chest or console in the foyer may convenient place to place items to catch
the eye of guests at the first glance.
Corridors are good places to arrange your artifacts, you may add anything that seems
appropriate.
You can turn your fountain into a major focal point by placing it on the edge.
A small pond and water feature with the duo will be very appealing to the outdoor decor
you can place it in your small balcony garden.

Put something to good use; The lion pair

Having a lion statue at home turns the energy of the house into more positive and brings
peace.
It takes along the prosperity into the life of the people who installed it.
They are the symbol of power & honor, they help to command the respect of the people
who live in that house.

Get rid of dust by following the tips below:

Statues whether they are kept indoors or outdoor prone to lose their shine and appearance
due to precipitation, un rays, and dust.
But cleaning & dusting the home garden statue will enhance its longevity and its charm.
So, for cleaning the home garden statue make use of a cotton tea towel and wipe the
whole surface thoroughly.
It is enough to dust it from time to time to keep the dust at a bay from the statue.
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Sandstone Lion Statue Set 1ft
Read More
SKU: 01244
Price: ₹20,720.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues

Product Description

A perfect piece for a dedicated collector with lacquer finishes & the ferocious
gesture of the lion statue with a brilliant classical appeal withdraws bold attention
from the spectator. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 12 x 6 x 11 inch
Height: 1 ft Position: Sitting Conviction of the garden statue:

The above sculpture is a set of lions, constructed from Sandstone, a highly indestructible
material that only gets more delightful with age.
Bedeck with necklaces, trident mark on the head,  one leg raised in the air, another flat on
the floor with a dangling tongue the pair is sitting on a square base.
The statue was constructed in such a way that it depicts royalty, power, courage, and
ferocity very well. The lustrous shine of skilled hand engraving is the proof of the mastery
of the craftsman shown in single sculpting.

Significance of lion in Hindu mythology:

The status of a lion in Hinduism is loyalty, strength, and ferocity.
"Narasimha" is one of the 10th incarnations of Lord Vishnu, taken as half man half lion
Avatar, where he has the head and shoulder of a lion and the torso of a human.
Lion serves as mount Goddess Durga and a planetary guard Rahu's vehicle.
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The lion also serves as a mount of other goddesses like Parvati, Narasimhi, Katyayini,
Skandamata, etc.
Buddhists considered them as royalty, dominion, and wisdom.
The lion symbolizes bravery  & valor this is why he is seen at the entrance of  Hindu
shrines to protect and guard the temple.

Some decorating inspiration from CRAFTS ODISHA experts:

There are various types of display cases to show off your artifacts, like glass towers, queen
Anne, Horizontal, Countertop, Wall Mounted, etc which provide eye-level viewing and an
elegant way to show your art.
Accommodate them in the spaces which are vacant and unfed with the beauty of art, it
might be in your living, balcony, patio, etc.
Perfectly suitable for corner shelves in the living room, study, kid's room, etc.
Place at the entrance, or foyer, it will boost the entryway impression on guests.
Glam up the beauty by placing it under the nook of the staircase, mantle, which always
adores the interior.
With different types of roses and flowers don't hesitate to exhibit them with the sculpture.
A built-in shelve is the most eye-catching and spacious way of displaying statues.
Incorporate the statue in the middle of the garden to make a delusion atmosphere of
wood.
Position them somewhere in the lush green garden where they can be noticed and
admired.

Benefits of keeping the majesty set of the rip-roaring animal:

Vaastu recommends its placement on the Northeast corner.
It mutates the energy of the house into more positivity.
It attracts well-being and peace in the life of individuals who kept the pair of statues.
People having a statue of the lion at home makes them braver and fearless.
They signify protection so keeping the statue standing at the doorway or staircase near the
entrance helps to ward off the evil eye.

The pattern of dusting the home garden statue:

Over time home garden sculptures collected dust & debris, the chances are a bit higher
when they are in open.
Sometimes you might need to remove the loose dust & dirt, to keep the lustrous piece
flawless.
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It's just a timeless effort you will require a soft bristle brush or a cotton broom to help you
get rid of the dust.
Keep it dusting from time to time to keep the original appearance of the statue for years.

Black Stone Elephant Idol Set 3
in
Read More
SKU: 01095
Price: ₹5,600.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Antique Rough Style Weathered
Granite Nandi Statue 7 in
Read More
SKU: 01046
Price: ₹9,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Each one of the CRAFTS ODISHA sculptures showoff differences that makes the
handmade item so special. The antique rough style weathered granite Nandi statue
that easy to coordinate as an elegant vintage statue. Material: Granite Blackstone
Dimension(HWL): 7 x 9.5 x 4 inch
Height:  7 inch Position: SittingOn show:

A beautiful sculpture denoting the ardent devotee of Lord Shiva "Nandi bull".
Nandi god is generally seen in a sitting position on a plinth, known as Nandi Mandapa.
 A position where one leg is tucked under his body while the other is raised.
The simple granite sculpture displays the natural beauty of the stone in a pleasant way.

Sacred bull of Hindu god: Nandi

 The vahana of Lord Shiva, heads of Lord Shiva's attendant.
He is the greatest and most selfless devotee of Lord Shiva &  the gatekeeper of mount
Kailasha.
Each and every shrine of Lord Shiva, Nadi will be found right at the entrance of
Garbhagriha of the Shiva Linga gazing at his master.
His two horns represent Trishul of Lord Shiva & Sudarshan Chakra of Lord Vishnu.
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Nandi has a boon that whoever expresses their wishes in his ear, his wishes will directly
reach Lord Shiva.

How to display a sculpture in your collection:

Display it on an artful floating shelf in with some other artful objects in an elegant way.
The living room, dining hall, and office reception accent shelf bring a prominent view of the
artful piece.
The bookshelf of the office room, study, and the library can be out of box ideas.
Curio cabinets, wall shelves, and corner shelves are some display counters to showcase
your piece with a closer look.
Never hesitate to gift this to your boss, employee, or friends at their special events.

The propitious result of keeping the sacred bull:

Keeping a Nandi bull at the office boost business, and partnership and protects the
business from any unforeseen situation.
If you keep it in the southwest zone of the office it will boost the loyalty of customers,
employees, and staff.
Bring fortune, success, and prosperity with his auspicious presence.

Conserve the beauty of your decorative stone for a prolonged period:

Decorative stone not only ornaments the decoration also amplify the mood of the
onlooker.
Day to day dust and dirt accrue on the statue which diminishes the beauty of the artifact,
but through a simple dusting, the statue will reappear its charm.
For that, you need a small paintbrush or rag and wipe off the dust from its surface.
Just do this every once in a while to keep the dirt at bay.
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Granite Stone Bull Nandi Statue
15 in
Read More
SKU: 01045
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Pick up the rich character sculpture from CRAFTS ODISHA, rustic, and charming
granite stone bull Nandi statue is too much for its incredible detail. Material:
Sandstone Redstone Dimension(HWL): 15 x 10.5 x 19 inch Position: Sitting Height:  1.5 ft
On show:

It is a sculpture of Bull "Nandi" made from Granite.
Generally, Bull Nandi is seen sitting on a pedestal, called "Nandi mandapa" in a position
where one leg is tucked under his body while the other is raised.
Enriched with shallow carving, embellished with bells, clappers, a double row of the
necklace, a hump on their back(it depicts that he is a Brahmin bull), with the dewlap.
A decorative strap can be seen girdling his body, while a saddle cloth on his back.
The brilliancy of the craftsman manifests in the carving on the bull, created from a single
stone with fine lines and etching.

 The divine companion of Lord Shiva; Nandi bull

"Nandi" means "giving delight", which symbolizes purity & justice.
Nandi bull served as the mount of Lord Shiva. Also the gatekeeper of Kailasha and in
charge of the Shiva's attendants.
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Every Hindu temple of Lord Shiva always has a sculpture of the sacred bull where he faces
the sanctum of Lord Shiva, and constantly gazes at his master.
Devotees deliver their wishes in the ears of Nandi bull, as he is blessed by Lord Shiva that
whoever conveys their wishes to his mount will directly reach to him.

How and where we can incorporate the holy bull:

Shelves are one of the storage spaces that provide ample space to decorate and beautify
your home. You can fix a particular shelve according to your them and space and exhibit
your artful pieces.
Displaying your artful piece on an ultimate space saver like a floating shelve, pinewood
rustic, or metal, are some examples of heavy-duty shelve which can hold weighty decor
items.
The simpler among all types of displaying shelve is the built-in shelve. Even in the corner
or empty spaces of your house, it made it into an eye-grabbing scene.
Curved and angular shelve also can serve as beautiful ornamentation to place your item.
Keeping it on the temple and shrine of Lord Mahadev within your compartment will be a
welcoming idea.

The propitious outcomes of keeping the scared bull:

He should be placed in the southwest direction which turns the surroundings positive &
pure.
It is said that the bull Nandi is very effective in business as it enhances the trustworthiness
and loyalty among partners, employees, and customers.
Beneficial for businesses, institutes, and shops, because it attracts clients.
It is believed that couples facing problems with having a child are advised to worship the
Nandi bull.

How to dust off your statue:

Every item whether used for decorative or useful purposes buildups dust & dirt &  fades
away its looks and beautiful appearance over time.
But with some effortless routine cleaning, your stone sculptures' charm will last for long.
For the cleaning, take a rag or a tea towel and wipe down the entire surface of the stone
sculptures.
Repeat the process twice a week or whenever you find it needs a dusting.
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Sandstone Yali lion statue 24
inch
Read More
SKU: 00593
Price: ₹50,400.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description

A sculptural masterpiece like this one with a thrilling uproarious appearance is well
suited to any exterior or interior decor theme. The lion Sandstone statue's visual
impact is incredible. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 24 x 11 x 18 inch
Height: 2 ft Position: Sitting  Statuesque :

The rip-roaring lion sculpture is sculpted from durable and weather-proof materials like
Sandstone.
A mane, adorned with necklaces, one leg raised in the air, another flat on the floor with a
hanging tongue, sitting on a lotus-designed square pedestal.
Its culture is reminiscent of the lion of Odisha used in many shrines, and cultural heritage
designs.

The cultural and religious value of Lion in Hinduism:

Lions are symbols of power & courage.
Lord Narasimha an Avatar of Vishnu took the half man half lion form.
He served as the Vahana of planetary guard Rahu and Goddess Durga.
Lion serves as a Vahana of other goddesses like Parvati, Narasimhi, Katyayini,
Skandamata, etc.
Buddhists considered them as strength and protection.
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He is seen at the entrance of  Hindu shrines to protect and guard the temple.

A classic and reminiscent essence design idea: Exterior decorative option:

If you want to show particular attention to any path then incorporate two of them on each
side that will be more striking.
Add a variety of plants every few feet, in your garden/lawn/walkways and pathways then
incorporate the statue among the plant so the visitors can enjoy the illusion of a forest.
A small pool, fountain, or artificial pond will assist in incorporating the rip-roaring lion.
Garden which has tailored hedges and bushes like boxwood, cypress, and ficus, will add
the statue as an elegant sleek o spruce up your garden.
Make a royal and regal impression on the visitor by incorporating it at the entrance of your
home which looks like a guardian of your entrance.

Interior decorative option:

Exhibit it in a place where it should not interfere with walking like the nooks of the
staircase left unused.
If you want to give height to a sculpture then consider using a pedestal, then place it in the
center of a lobby, patio, or porch.
Make it a focal point on the porch of your luxurious resort, hotel, or restaurant.
Incorporate it in the corner of your living room, bringing life to the space and making it the
focal point of any room.
Exhibit him in the doorway and staircase near the home entrance, will be a great job.

Benefits of having a lion statue include:

In the northeast corner is advisable to place the statue according to Vaastu.
It ushers the energy of the place more positively.
They protect the house /shrine so keeping the statue standing at the doorway or staircase
near the entrance helps to ward off the negativity.

Tips to keep your stone sculptures in great shape & condition:

Your stone sculptures can last a lifetime once you know how to clean them and keep them
away from dust and debris.
Use a cotton hand broom or a bristle brush, and wipe it dry all over the surface to intricate
areas.
Just use the dusting method, twice a month to maintain the original appearance.
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Sandstone Gaja-simha statue 37
inch
Read More
SKU: 00584
Price: ₹152,320.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Lion Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Hindu Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description

Sandstone welcome elephant
statue 2pcs 25 inch
Read More
SKU: 00582
Price: ₹87,360.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: garden decor, garden statue, home décor, New
Arrivals, outdoor statue, red stone, sandstone, stone
statue

Product Description
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Soap stone Kamadhenu cow (go
mata) with calf statue 6.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00482
Price: ₹14,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Animals & Birds Statues, Hindu Statues,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
In this statue Kamadhenu or the wish granting cow is presented feeding her calf with milk.
Kama means desire and dhenu means milk. She is the depiction of purity, fertility and
motherhood. She emerged as one of the nine jewels or Navaratna from the ocean floor during
the churning of the ocean floor. A cow is an endless giver of resources, and is the mother of
mankind. Her milk formulates life in many creatures, her dung is used to create fuel and used
as bricks in rural India, her urine is used as medicine and her skin even provides us cloth after
her death. Cows are the perfect representation of a mother who sacrifices their whole life for
their children and family. In this statue lord Ganesha is presented inside her body. So bring this
statuette home to spread the message of love, sacrifice and harmony.
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Wooden elephant idol
Read More
SKU: 00267
Price: ₹2,126.88 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Excellence in craft can transform even the simplest materials into glorious works of
art like this "Wooden elephant idol" fully authentic and perfectly collectible.
Material: Wood Dimension (HWL): 8x7.5x1.25 inch Weight: 0.5 kg Explication of the
drop-dead gorgeous statue:

The statue here is a replica of the largest living animal on land "The Elephant".
The giant animal statue is standing on a narrow plinth, the whole body is colored in a black
while to specify his details hues of color have been used like, yellow for ear, white for tusk,
a pink-red color used for the saddlecloth (Jhul), all the colors are making the sculpture
more breathtaking.
The ancient art of Odisha, Puri is famous for its colorful wooden carving with classical and
folk elements, Odisha is now eying to making modern sculpting too.

Significance of elephant in Hinduism/Buddhism:

Elephants are symbols of royalty and wisdom from generations.
The elephant is considered the mount of Goddess Lakshmi, the goddess of wealth, youth,
and beauty.
The elephant head symbolizes endless knowledge and wisdom, this is why Lord Ganesha is
considered the god of wisdom, prosperity, and intellectuals.
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Buddhism teaches 7 precious treasures of the universal monarch, the elephant is one of
them.

Tips to display untouched works of art:

Display the gorgeous artwork on bookshelves, the spaces among books make an awesome
art display.
Display it in a more intimate space like atop a dresser, or on a mantle.
Show off your taste in art, for each piece in the vacant corner space of your living, hallway,
study with floating coroner shelve, mounted, inlay, standing wall shelving, etc.
Great for placement on tabletops of office desks, reception, study, and more.
Opt for a traditional console table and display the statue with a few other abstract figurines
for a formal yet modern aesthetic.
Display cabinets and built-in cabinets are overwhelming of worthy collectibles.
The recessed space of the home living room, office, and restaurant play a big role in
exhibiting sculptures.
Display cases can be placed in dining, living, or bedroom catches eyeballs easily.

The usefulness of the elephant statue:

Black elephant invites prosperity & success in home,
Brings positive energy and luck into life.
Placing a statue in the bedroom is a Vaastu sastra solution for infertility.
They are known for their incapable memory & wisdom so keeping one of his statues in the
study room will be beneficial for luck in academics.
Place him at the entrance facing North of the office/business will invite success &
professional growth.

Easy & facile way of dusting your home decor statue:

If they are out in the open then your home decor statue accumulates dust & debris but
don't worry it won't take much of your time to clean.
With a soft rag or tea towel wipe the statue all over. keep it clean from time to time, so
that its charm & beauty will last long.
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Wooden elephants book holder
2pcs
Read More
SKU: 00266
Price: ₹4,256.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Elephant Statue, Animals & Birds Statues,
Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Give your bookcase a new look. Check out CRAFTS ODISHA quirky wooden elephant
book holder. This is a very classy and elegant item that you can't get enough of! The
best part? its wonderful details. Material: Wood Dimension (HWL): 9.25 x 6.25 x 1.25
inch Weight: 1 kg On show:

The artifact described here is a unique elephant book holder.
The set has multiple bright colors,  beautifully depicted with red cloths over his head and
back, presented facing each other with raised trunks.
The profundity of the craftsman made the craft decoration enduring,  exquisite,  and varied
masterpieces that are stunning and fabulous to make you fall for it.

Make the most of your home space with the handy-dandy book holder:

The book holder has a classy elegance that perfectly fits your needs and style of storing
books.
With a unique design, it is not only favorable for keeping books but also serves as a decor
piece for your home.
Think outside the box by exhibiting it on curio /glass and china cabinet as an accent piece.
Make your little one enjoy getting their hands on books without any assistance.
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Incorporate some visual interest by adding the crafty wooden sculpt to the interesting
display on the wall-mounted suspended shelve, floating shelve, etc.
A perfect-sized bookshelf that fits exactly right beside the bed.
The book holder is an appealing art of display, to exhibit anywhere in your home, foyer, or
office on a corner shelf, built-in, console, or on the sideboard.
Add both storage and style to your side table with this unconventional and unique
bookcase that adds an interesting addition to your home.
Don't hesitate to make the most of the unused wall shelf, by converting it into an artifacts
displayer.

Dusting guide for the craft decoration:

Every material needs a different cleaning method. Wooden sculpture also needs a bit of
maintenance to keep its sustainable beauty.
With our simple maintenance guide, your craft decoration will long last and look as
beautiful as the first day.
Wipe down the statue with a simple wash cloth(dry), every once in a while is enough to
keep its lustrous appearance.

Unique designer Krishna on a
elephant sculpture soap stone
statue
Read More
SKU: 00260
Price: ₹65,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Krishna Statues, Animals & Birds Statues,
Elephant Statue, Hindu Statues, Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
Lord Krishna the eighth incarnation of lord Vishnu is portrayed in the statue in a captivating
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form. In this statue the lord is presented sitting on an elephant made up combining gopis
together playing his flute. Gopis or the milk maidens of Gokul Dham who were enchanted by the
beautiful Krishna avatar of lord Vishnu are perfect examples of selfless pure love, which is quite
rare these days. Drenched in the love of the Lord, the gopis had forgotten their world and were
surrounded by the love for Krishna. The precision of the sculpting exhibits the extra-ordinary
skill and amazing outstanding vision of the artisans of Odisha. This beautiful statue portrays the
perfect blend of the god and the devotees. Bring this statue home to enhance the beauty of
your surrounding as well as experience the most beautiful form of love.
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